Very interesting week of filming and testing for T Sport Racing!
It was an unusual and interesting weekend for T Sport Racing – but
all in all a good one! We started unusually early, arriving at Pembrey
Circuit in Wales on Thursday morning along with a professional
photographer and cameraman. Having fantastic weather on our
side, we enjoyed a full day of video and photo shooting to capture
the new team colours resulting from an increased level of
partnership with PE Automotive. The whole team had a lot of fun
participating in this event! Afterwards, we also had a day of
performance testing providing some very promising results! Now,
we are really looking forward to seeing the results of our work.
The preparation started straight after the race at Brands Hatch.
We got the truck back and washed it first. Then, we stripped it down
completely – engine, gearbox, front and rear axle were removed and so
was almost any bracket on the chassis. The truck had never been taken
apart to such an extent since it was built last year! All of this was made
for a single purpose: to change the colour from red to PE Automotive
“Steel Blue”. We really love the new livery and had great reactions from
everyone who already saw it! Sign Dezign knocked it out of the park
with the design of our new stickers and banners. Thank you guys!
The filming was the first order of the day with some cracking shots and
clips of the truck in action, keep an eye on us to see the finished
product! Friday was a performance test session so we could assess how
well the truck performed after some planned modifications! It’s safe to
say we are really pleased with the lap times and the handling of the
truck!
We wasted no time starting the journey back to the workshop for
another 3 days of videos, pictures, team interviews and much more!
We will be releasing footage and behind the scenes shots over the
coming weeks, along with our updated website and social media, so
look out and make sure to stay tuned!
Here are some teasers of what we were up to.
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